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The very notion of design... is in a sense a fresh, methodical
application of human reason to a given problem.
									
- Zaha Hadid
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P re f a c e

Building facades comprise a large area of unexplored potential. Facades present large
surface footprints in the archetype of the high-rise and tower buildings; which, if properly
designed, can benefit from the direct contact to sun, light, wind, and water to solve
multiple energy and environmental issues at different levels.

Contemporary buildings are being designed with materials that have reached the zenith
of their service and rely on mechanical systems to continue making a habitable space.
Amidst the current state of building envelopes and their materiality, the opportunity to
explore an uncharted realm of materiality and technology has opened in which materials
perform to an optimal level than the accepted contemporary use.
With the exploration of technology embedded within materiality, the evolution of
the building façade will have the potential to change the way we inhabit buildings.
The change will transform the way we experience the envelope from an oblivious
acknowledgment of the systems to an immersed experience where the user interacts
with the system. It can have the potential to change the way we use mechanical
systems, and it can change how our successors will interact with the built environment.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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I ntro d u c t i o n
With concerns about energy consumption and environmental deterioration rapidly
increasing, there has been a shift to address these issues within the built environment.
We have now turned our attention to buildings and their impact on energy and the
environment. When we turn our attention to the building we often get blindsided by
the obvious energy culprit, the HVAC systems and often pretend we have solved the
issue by providing an energy efficient system. Yet, there is a movement happening
within the design community that understand that simply going energy efficient isn’t
enough to solve the bigger issue, and that’s why we are beginning to see passive
strategies replace the energy intensive system for systems that functions entirely
with natural factors and are often referred to as “green buildings.”
The building has been neglected for far too long and now the architecture field
is on the trailing end of innovation. The attention, however, must go further than
the obvious systems if we want to make a move to get in the forefront of building
innovation, we must first break down the building to its assembly systems for analysis.
This bottom-up approach looks at the building assemblies from the small items to
the larger whole and begins to make changes at the micro scale of the building
assemblies and materials. This book will de-fragment the façade assembly of the
Las Vegas resorts and introduce various concepts of materiality and assembly.
10 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

Materials in the building industry have progressed significantly throughout the
ages evolving at each step of technology epoch. This idea closely falls under the
views of urbanist philosopher Manuel DeLanda who states “Progress…is the result
of certain dynamics that intensify the accumulation of knowledge and technologies
and a of certain institution norms and organizations.’’ DeLanda who also views
social evolution as a process in which society progresses when the knowledge and
technology become abundant, yet these were often driven by a certain “dynamic” or
issue. The biggest issue in contemporary society is the energy dependency on fossil
fuels and environmental degradation [8].
The book will begin by introducing the existing high-rise resort, and how it will
become the example for building façade exploration, while considering the intended
use, typology and local environment. In Part 3 of this book, the archetype of the
resort will be explored and distilled to the building shape, material, and dimensions.
From this investigation a generic high-rise will represent the average Las Vegas
resort shape, size, and materiality. Energy will be discussed within this section,
addressing the energy the material requires to produce, and the energy exchange
within the interior and exterior environment; energy will also be discussed in terms
of passive strategies and their involvement in making buildings less dependent
in energy intensive systems. Part 4 will provide background information into new
technologies and innovations outside of the architecture realm. This generic building
will be used as a base in the design explorations found in Part 5 of this book, and
it will serve as a constant variable for all any other building exploration. Part 6 will
gather the lessons learned and weak points of the introduction of new materials into
the building façade. Additionally, it will narrow further research that must occur for
future development of these ideas and conclude as to the direction that textiles and
other materials will have in architecture.
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Thesis

Building design and per formance must no longer remain idle waiting for
imaginative discoveries by other fields, with current and future technologies
architects can now look into materials that will replace the mega resor t “skin.”
Technology developed materials such as tex tiles, polymers, and metals can be
implemented into the building facade to assist existing and for thcoming passive
design strategies that will eliminate the dependency of ar tificial environmental
systems; while allowing the building skin to provide a new sensor y experience
and the required comfor t level for the guest.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 13

B a c kg ro u n d

While many cities around the globe contain a dense population of high-rise towers,
it is only Las Vegas which contains a dense number of high-rise buildings with the
same archetype of the resort/hotel. This dense population opens the opportunity to
study of a specific building type and a specific building system.
This chapter will explore the existing archetype of the casino, hotel, resort with
special focus on the envelope. Analytically looking at: the surface areas the materials
used, the interaction between existing facades and the local environment the energy
requirements of both building and material.
14 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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Resort

typology

In order to explore the resort facades, an understanding had to be established
in order to determine what data had to be collected. This collection of data would
then be averaged in order to propose the generic building mass and facade. The
generic resort archetype developed in this chapter would then be the constant
factor for design explorations using a combination of technology developed textiles.
This study intends to capture the data relevant to the high rise tower which for this
study will consist of the floors above the base.
This study however, does not intend on collecting data that does not pertain to the
building envelope, any other building system such as superstructure, substructure,
interior spaces (with exception to the hotel room,) mechanical systems, and
any
other interior function space. Through out the book, there will be mention of other
systems not studied, acknowledging the connection to the facade system.
16 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

BELLAGIO ~ 2,500 FT

LUXOR ~ 2,750 FT

MIRAGE ~ 2,230 FT

VENETIAN ~ 2,106 FT

ARIA ~ 2,745 FT.

LINQ ~ 2,369 FT

FLAMINGO ~ 3,291 FT

CEASARS PALACE~3,300 FT MONTE CARLO ~ 1,950 FT WYNN ~ 1,617 FT

PLANET HOLLYWOOD~2,015FT MGM GRAND ~ 3,060 FT

BALLYS ~ 3,100 FT

MANDALAY BAY~2,060 FT HARRAHS ~ 2,225 FT

PALAZZO ~ 1,875 FT

COSMOPOLITAN~1,950 FT PARIS ~ 2,090 FT

T.I. ~ 1,750 FT

EXCALIBUR ~ 2,466 FT

DELANO ~ 1,060 FT

VDARA ~ 1,114 FT

CIRCUS CIRCUS ~1,590 FT N.Y. N.Y.~ 2,000 FT

ENCORE ~ 1,365 FT

Resort Perimeter
The Las Vegas resorts we know today has been the process of a metamorphosis
that started in the 50’s-80’s starting with The International Hotel, designed by Martin
Stern Jr. who often is referred as one of the pioneers of the first mega resorts, and
the modern resort of which we associate Las Vegas.
Today, resorts have changed to a multitude of shapes and forms with different
adaptations of the same materials to create the world recognized facades. However,
in order to fully understand the resort facade, it must first be analyzed in terms of
size and by doing so the building must be first looked in terms of perimeter linear
feet as square footage in this instance is irrelevant.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 17

Surface Area
Las Vegas has over 25
resorts all with different
forms and heights, and it
would be senseless to study
each resort individually. A
simpler approach is to take
the data collected from
both building perimeter and
building height and derive
a generic resort of generic
form and height, adaptable
for the upcoming design
exploration.
The data collected from
heights
and
perimeter
can now be calculated
into vertical surface area.
It is at this stage that
we begin to understand
the significance of the
building facade and the
magnitude it has on the
built environment.

416,944 SF
THE LINQ - 176 FT

CIRCUS CIRCUS - 337 FT

230,000 SF
TROPICANA - 230 FT

772,075 SF
HARRAHS - 347 FT

643,626 SF
EXCALIBUR - 261 FT

962,500 SF
895,152 SF

LUXOR - 350 FT

FLAMINGO - 272 FT

832,320 SF
MGM GRAND - 272 FT

606,560 SF
MIRAGE - 272 FT
18 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

535,830 SF

702,000 SF
MONTE CARLO - 360 FT

1,122,200 SF
BALLYS - 362 FT

769,120 SF
PARIS - 368 FT

999,100 SF
MANDALAY BAY - 485 FT

1,647,000 SF
ARIA - 600 FT

644,000 SF

1,270,000 SF

TREASURE ISLAND - 368 FT

THE BELLAGIO - 508 FT

1,197,300 SF
COSMOPOLITAN - 614 FT

1,435,500 SF
CEASARS PALACE - 435 FT

1,000,350 SF
THE VENETIAN - 475 FT

1,058,000 SF
N.Y. N.Y. - 529 FT

1,020,327 SF
619,384 SF

ENCORE - WYNN- 631 FT

VDARA - 556 FT

1,202,955 SF
514,100 SF
DELANO - 485 FT

861,315 SF

PLANET HOLLYWOOD - 597FT

1,183,125 SF

THE PALAZZO - 631 FT
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 19

Generic Resort

Average
Building
Perimeter
2,020 ft.

The
generic
resort
form and size had to
be
determined
using
an average of the data
collected. In this manner
the resort facade can be
generalized and studied
with constant parameters.
The result is a rectangular
form, with a height of 420 ft.
and a perimeter of 2,020 ft.
gives us a vertical surface
area of 848,400 sf.

Average
Building
Height
420 ft.

Footprint Average
Average
Building
Height
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With regards to the base
of the resort, the study
will not address this area.
The research and design
exploration may hint at
potential development of
this area, but it will not be
the focus of study.

Curtain Wall

Early versions of the curtain wall
assembly has been found implemented
as early as the 18th century throughout
Europe. This method of construction
allows the exterior walls to be
suspended from the structure having
no structural loads and thus allowing
for lighter materials such as glass
and steel. This assembly continued
to move throughout Europe until a
major leap in the 19th century when
the introduction of lighter and easier to
produce materials began to dominate
the building industry. Since the curtain
wall has evolved to be one of the most
efficient construction
systems for
high-rise buildings.
This same curtain wall assembly can
be found throughout the resorts of the
Las Vegas strip.
The facade of many of the resorts found in Las Vegas
can be easily identified by people from around the globe.
After all, Las Vegas has become the entertainment,
gaming, and dining capital of the world. And, equally as
iconic are the facades that adorn all the resorts.
There are two variations to the resort facade in terms
of materiality and appeal. The fist and probably the most
common is the stucco and glazing system, where the
facade has a level of ornamentation with a stucco finish
as defined by the theme of the resort. For example
the Bellagio, has the ornament features that resemble
architecture of the Italian town of Bellagio.
The second and currently the contemporary style
being built, is that of all glass cladding. Recent projects
that follow this style is the City Center development,
The Cosmopolitan, Fontainebleau, The Wynn/Encore,
and Mandalay Bay.
However this book intends to defragment the envelope
to determine what materials can be replaced with
adaptive, light-weight, and breathable materials.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 21
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Desert

re s o rt

e nvelop e

The facade of the resort is the envelope that protects the occupiable interior
space from the outdoor environment. Las Vegas sits within the Mojave Desert so
maintaining a comfortable interior space requires an envelope that can protect
against the 100+ degrees during the summer days, and yet protect against the near
freezing temperatures of winter. This section will analyze the local desert climate,
the existing building envelope, the specific characteristics of the assemblage of
materials and their specific role in providing that barrier. This section will also
illustrate the energy that is involved both in the creation of certain materials as well
as the energy required to maintain the space comfortable.
22 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

Desert environment
The building envelopes of the desert should have specific characteristics that
respond to the local climate. The facade materials have to endure the fluctuation
from extreme hot temperatures to extreme cold temperatures, all while considering
the additional climatic factors of the desert. The desert being an inhospitable place,
has forced nature to evolve in resilient, efficient and unique manners. It is the
human built environment that has marginally evolved to do the same in the desert.
The current building methods have a difficult task to provide a hospitable place to
live. Yet, the current resort facade cannot completely adapt to these climatic factors
and must depend on mechanical systems to allow for a human habitation.
Las Vegas’ hot season
typically last about 3.4
months. During this time
the temperature ranges
on an average from 95°F
to 105°F as the average
daily high. 117°F was the
hottest day in record.

[16]

Las Vegas
receives
an average 4.17 inches
annually, and while this
is not a significant rainfall
number in comparison to
other US cities. The rain
received in Las Vegas
often comes in downpours
typical of desert storms.
Where large and heavy
rainfall descends within
[17]
minutes causing the very
common flash floods.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 23

Las
Vegas
has
a
reputation
of
having
extreme winds with gusts
capable of reaching 70
mph. However, the annual
average is 8 mph with
variations depending on
the season. Prevailing
winds most often come
from the West and South
with winter winds coming
from the North.
[18]

[19]

Las Vegas being a
desert is no stranger to
cold temperatures and
often
comes down to
freezing
temperatures
during the winter months.
On occasion Las Vegas
has
received
snow
although not a common
thing. The average winter
temperatures range from 39
to 75 degrees Fahrenheit.
Although not a natural
environmental factor, noise
is a major factor on the Las
Vegas Strip. With noise
pollution
coming
from
street activity, vehicles,
and air travel this factor
has been an important
dictator in the selection of
materials across the resort
facade.

[20]

Bureau of Transportation Statistics, VOLPE, Esri, HERE, DeLorme, MapmyIndia, ©
OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS user community
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Existing facade
The existing resort envelope found throughout Las Vegas has many forms and
shapes, each form composed of a unique ensemble of materials. With multiple
ensembles, the study must limit the study to the two most common, the glass curtain
wall and the framed curtain wall.
It should also be understood that these assemblies are composed of the same
materials, yet there are different material thermal values that depend on the
manufacturer and manufacturing process. The two assemblies discussed in this
section will consider industry averages without distinction of any specific manufacture.

[21]
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The
framed
curtain
wall system was one of
the very first building
innovations that allowed
for Las Vegas to have the
iconic strip that is world
recognized. This system
is composed of a series of
layers, starting with the a
metal framing system that
then get covered in some
cladding system. Although
an effective system for
building it offers no room
for future growth in terms
of energy transmission and
energy required to produce
the assemblage. Yet this
system is still very widely
used in the building industry
and for reasons more than
one, fast building process,
affordable, and level of
expertise to assemble.
The average assembly
wall for the casino resort is
displayed on the figure to
the left and it represents
the
general
assembly
system and materials.
Cement Plaster

Insulation

EPS

Gypsum Board

Sheathing

Glazing

Steel Framing

Aluminum Frame

U-Value ~12.5

U-Value ~0.087
U-Value ~0000
U-Value ~0000
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U-Value ~0000
U-Value ~0000
U-Value ~12.5
U-Value ~2.5-3.5

The
glass
curtain
has been the dominant
contemporary
building
facade system. It has been
the casino resorts’ system
of choice to step away
from the themed or uber
adorn facade. With glass
however, the issues of
energy become even more
apparent. The building
facade has become entirely
a glass skin, and by doing
so has the demand for even
more efficient mechanical
systems
capable
of
meeting the higher energy
transmission coming from
the glass skin.
Yet, we continue to use
glass for a large majority of
new construction, primarily
because the affordability,
availability, and ease of
construction
assembly.
This study will look at
the generic glass curtain
wall assembly and draw
conclusion from averages
within the industry.

Cement Plaster

Insulation

EPS

Gypsum Board

Sheathing

Glazing

U-Value ~12.5

U-Value ~0.087
U-Value ~0000

Steel Framing
U-Value ~0000

U-Value ~0000
U-Value ~0000
U-Value ~12.5

Aluminum
Frame

U-Value ~2.5-3.5
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Energ y

Co n s u m pt i o n

The casino resort serves as a good target for the study and exploration of thermally
responsive envelope materials. It allows for the exploration of energy uses both at
the individual room and entire building allowing this study to focus on the individual
room environment. This section will explore the current conditions of energy uses of
the casino resort and how the envelope contributes to the energy demands.

28 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

[22]

Casino Resort Energy
We must first establish
that this is not a book
about
environmental
building systems, building
economics,
professional
practice, or compositional
theory. It is about the
exploration of materiality
and its ability to affect all
these areas. However, we
must establish the basis
for certain goals that a new
assembly must meet or aim
to achieve. The following
diagrams will show the
energy requirements as
expressed by dollars and
the role that mechanical
systems
play
versus
architecture and facade
design. Additionally, we
see the positive thermally
active surfaces have in the
overall design of the whole.

[5]
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Energy consumption can be characterized as follows:
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Electric consumption ranges from 3 to 3.5 million kWh per year – hot climate cooling
loads push total consumption up by 16% compared to mild and cold climate usage



Annual gas demand in the cold climate application is more than twice that of the hot and
mild climate applications.



The CHP addressable
loads
are(PAR)
the various water heating loads that are fairly
per thermal
Available
Room
constant throughout the year. These loads are fairly similar in the various climate
applications
$2,500varying only as a function of colder groundwater temperature in the cold
climate application. In a warm climate application,Fuel
64% of the annual gas consumption
$2,000
Electric
represents
the primary target for replacement with CHP
supplied thermal energy.



Minimum electric loads are similar for the applications across climate types of 240-260
kW. Minimum
$1,000 electric loads are important to CHP sizing and operating strategy because
a system sized at or below this point can be run at full load continuously thereby
$500
maximizing
the utilization of the equipment and minimizing operating complexity.



$0
Sizing a CHP
system to the addressable thermal load results in a system sized below the
minimum electric demand. Sizes range from 134-178 kW.

$ PAR

2003 Energy Costs

$1,500
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The casino resort serves
as a good example for
study regarding energy
use. The casino resort
must operate nearly yearround and maintain the
rooms conditioned even
while not being occupied.
That is yet another reason
to experiment with the
resort facade, if the facade
can function autonomously
and maintain the rooms at
a occupiable comfort level.
The
adjacent
graphs
show [Figure FS3] the
energy requirements both
in dollars per room and
annual consumption of
energy by the mega resort.
On average for the industry
as a whole, energy cost
(2003) were $1,254 per
available room per year
based on the resort hotel
industry.
The EPA Energy Star
Program has energy usage
data for 1,222 hotels that are
participating in the Energy
Star labeling program. The
data was analyzed for this
study to provide insight on
electric and natural gas
utilization by hotels. Table
ES2 shows the results by
chain scale for the hotels
that recorded usage of
both electricity and gas.
There is a general trend of
increasing energy intensity
in all climates as the price
and service classification
increases [1].

Energy consumption for large casino hotels was evaluated for two facilities, the Turning Stone
Casino in New York and the Borgata in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Based on this energy consumption
data, loads were estimated for casino hotels in both a Northeast climate (Atlantic City) and a hot climate
(Las Vegas.) Table ES4 summarizes energy consumption measures for a 2000 room casino hotel with
and without
cooling
for bothExpenditures
a hot and cold
climate. Room by Type of Hotel
Figure
ES3 absorption
2003 Energy
Consumption
per Available
For the industry as a whole, energy costs (2003) were $1,254 per available room. Based on the

4.4 million
rooms
for thefor
industry,
the totalin
energy
bill is $5.2
billion or and
aboutConfigurations
5% of total
Table
ES4 available
Load
Analysis
Mega-Hotel
Alternative
Locations
industry revenues.

Energy Measure

Units
Actual Estimate 1 Estimate 2 Estimate 3
The EPA Energy Star Program has energy usage data for 1,222 hotels that are participating in the
Atlantic
Atlantic
Energy Star labeling program. These data were analyzed for this study to provide insight on
and Las Vegas
Climate
Laselectric
Vegas
City scale for the
City
natural gas utilization by hotels. Table ES2 shows the results by chain
hotels that recorded
Absorptio
Absorptio
usage of both electricity and gas. There is a general trend of increasing energy intensity in all climates as
Cooling
n in looking
Electric
Electric
the price and service classification increases. This trend is strongest
at the EUIs in nthe
economyElectric
and limited
service midscale hotelMillion
categories compared 86.1
to full service hotels.
EUIs
Annual
Consumption
99.4 The highest
86.1
104.9
kWh/year
occur in the highest scale hotels. The impacts
of climate on gas heating and electric air conditioning can
Annual
Consumption
MMBtu/year
229,364
538,220
159,748
be seen Gas
to some
extent. The relationship
is stronger for gas498,441
EUI which increases
in most cases
as the
climate becomes
colder. Climate impact on
electric consumption 61%
is more difficult 53%
to see; in only three
Electric
Load Factor
Percent
61% of
56%
the five hotel
EUI in the hot climate28.7
compared to the33.1
cold climate. 28.7
Electric
EUI types is there a higher electric
kWh/year/s.f.
35.0
Gas EUI
KBtu/year/s.f.
166.1
76.5
179.4
53.2
Peak Load
MW
16.1
21.3
16.1
21.3
Average Load
MW
9.8
11.3
9.8
12.0
Minimum Load
MW
7.0
7.4
7.0
7.4
Base Thermal Load
MMBtu/hour
30
12
29
12
Base Thermal Share of Total
Percent
53%
46%
47%
66%

[1]

Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc.

Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc.

iv

Hotel and Casino CHP Market Assessment

vi

Hotel and Casino CHP Market Assessment

Comfort requirements
The energy requirements
for these spaces is
dependent on multiple
occurring energy
exchange systems.
We will focus on two
systems, the first is the
heat exchange between
the occupant and the
interior room environment
and second the exterior
facade. We often forget
that the human body is
a machine that produces
heat and distributes
that heat in three forms,
convection, conduction,
and radiation. As seen
in the Image to the right.
The second energy
exchange system is the
building facade and this
will be our primary focus
in this study as well as in
the design exploration.
The same three heat
exchanges occur at the
building facade. This is
one of the leading factors
that contributes to the
high energy demands
from the resort casino,
and an issue that thermal
responsive materials
intend on addressing on
the chapters to follow.

[5]

[5]
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Glass

Short wave
absorbed
directly = 659

Shade

Beam 903.8
w/10.5ft 2 of
Glass
Diffuse 94.86
w/10.5ft 2 of Glass
Short Wave
Reflected Directly =
116.5

Short Wave

Short Wave
Transmitted Directly
= 117.9
Short Wave Incident
on Shade = 104.5
Short Wave
Absorbed = 56.7

Short Wave
Reflected Through
Glass = 9.7

Total to Room
Reflected by
shade & absorbed
by glass = 33

Outside Temperature 95°F
Long wave Radiation
Glass to Outside =115.4

44

Short Wave
Transmitted = 4.2

Indoor Temperature 72°F
32

Long wave Radiation Long wave Radiation
Glass to Shade
Shade to Inside
107

Long wave Radiation
Glass to Atrium

Convected

To Inside
= 63.3
To Outside
= 269.9
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Long Wave

To Inside
=153.1

479.1 Btu/H/ft 2

650F - 880 F

[23]

Once we are aware of all the factors that interact with the habitable space, we
understand the need for mechanical systems to make the space comfortable, all
while dealing with heat exchange from occupants, to the envelope. The comfort level
however, is a very abstract concept as that it may change from occupant to occupant
and thus must be designed in a range. The interior space must be designed to allow
for the comfort level to be within a range of 650F to 880 F, this according to the
local climate for Las Vegas, as expressed on the psychometric chart on the adjacent
page.
This leads us to the exploration of materials that have the behavior to allow a level
of comfort while not being entirely dependent on a HVAC system. A new generation
of materials has been evolving in other fields outside of architecture and construction
pushing on that very specific topic. The following section will introduce materials
that although not commonly used in construction could have the possibility to be
adapted for the building envelope.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 33

Thesis

support

Just as important as human shelter has been in the evolution of building materials,
so have textiles. The need to have a layer of clothing to protect us from the harsh
environmental factors has been a crucial for human survival, and that is apparent
in the evolution of clothing, and specially textiles. Going from articles of clothing
obtain from animal furs, and hides we have since moved to sophisticated engineered
materials that no longer depend on animal as the raw material, but rather a
combination of organic and synthetic such as cotton, and polymers. The following
sections will elaborate on textiles found in current architecture, the use of textiles
outside of architecture primevally looking at clothing and the exploration of textiles
that respond to a series of stimuli to change the their properties.
34 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

[24]
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Te x t i l e s i n A r c h i t e c t u r e

When thinking of textiles in architecture and construction we often limit ourselves to
interior finishes and not often associate textiles with the building envelope. However,
textiles have been used as part of the exterior shelter for centuries all across the globe.
Textiles in architecture have been used earlier to build tents by the nomads in different
cultures around the world. Skin, barks, woven mats, canvas, and woolen fabrics were
used by people to build shelters for themselves and the animals. Tipis, Yurts, and the
black tents, are few examples that show that textiles with high tensile strength were
being used to build structures even in the pre-historic era.
The Colosseum in Rome built shading devices using light weight textiles and is one of
the first appearances of the use of textiles in history. Royal courts made for the purpose
of entertainment were built with a weatherproof canvas inside and a decorated fabric
outside [ 2 ].
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Vernacular architecture
The vernacular architecture of lightweight materials can be traced to nomadic
civilization, who primarily used tents and tent-like structures as temporary and
permanent dwellings. Furthermore, the development of textiles and fabrics in
architecture during these periods of time allowed for exploration of materials and
their adaptability to withstand the natural factors.
The big leap in textile use in architecture can be seen in the 20th century where
light weight construction played a large influence in creating tensile fabric structures.
From this period forward architecture began paying attention to fabrics and since
has explored new ways of incorporating textiles as a part of the overall building.

[26]

[28]

[27]

[29]
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1972 Munich Olympic Stadium
One of the first large tensile and lightweight construction was done by Frei
Otto, who can be considered by many the key leader in the introduction of tensile
structures into the modern architecture. Since his design for the German Pavilion
at the 1967 World’s Fair in Montreal, Quebec his work demonstrated the increase
importance of technology, pre-fabrication, and mass production in architecture and
brought worldwide attention to his innovations in tensile structures for the first time [
4 ]. Perhaps best known for his design of the 1972 Munich Olympic Stadium, which
demonstrates a sweeping tensile structure that flowed continuously over a stadium
and adjacent site buildings. This once again demonstrated the precision of Otto’s
design where the entire structural design depended solely on the premise of tension.
Although not a true textile membrane this acrylic panel membrane demonstrates the
simplicity and beauty that a membrane can have when brought to a built form.

[30]

[31]
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[32]

British Pavilion 1992 Expo
The British Pavilion in Seville Expo of 92 is one of the first buildings to incorporate
textile on vertical surfaces, up to this point textiles and fabrics were commonly used
in horizontal applications. The fabric membrane was applied on the North and South
facades of the building and introduces the application of polymer coated textiles,
in this case the textile membranes were clad with PVC (polyvinyl chloride) that
stretched across the vertically running curved mast.

[33]

[34]
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The Millennium Dome
The Millennium Dome designed by Ricard Rogers is the largest dome shaped
structure shaped out of tensile fabric construction. The large dome composed of
self-cleaning PTFE (Teflon) coated glass fiber fabric panels is suspended from (12)
100m mast. The over all dimension of the dome represents its connection to the zero
degree meridian and thus pays homage with its 365 meter diameter, and its 12 mast.

[35]

[36]
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[37]

King Fahad National Library
There are many more examples of textiles being implemented in architecture and
construction. The design field is seeing an up rise in protection against the sun, with
efforts to reduce the energy demands needed to keep the building cool and while
designers are now looking at textile as a solution to solve that problem. Perhaps
we should reimagine the way we use and could use textiles, perhaps we should
look outside of what we perceive to be building materials and consider the realm of
automotive, aerospace, and performance athletic clothing.

[38]

[39]

[40]

[41]
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Contemporary Designs
There are many more examples of textiles being implemented in architecture and
construction. The design field is seeing an up rise in protection against the sun, with
efforts to reduce the energy demands needed to keep the building cool and while
designers are now looking at textile as a solution to solve that problem. Perhaps
we should reimagine the way we use and could use textiles, perhaps we should
look outside of what we perceive to be building materials and look into the realm of
automotive, aerospace, and performance athletic clothing.

[41]

[42]
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[43]

06

Stimuli Responsive Textiles

Over the past few decades the textile industry has grown exponentially, bringing
forward new types of fabrics, or “smart textiles.” This boom in textile technology
has been driven primarily in medical, automotive, aerospace, military, sports gear
and clothing. While we have seen the use of polymer coated textiles in some of the
previous building examples, the list of available materials is endless. Smart textiles
are no longer being designed with a generic purpose, polymer-coated textiles have a
very specific, important position in technical textiles and in everyday life due to their
wide range of interesting applications.
With a wide range of applications, this study will only focus on clothing textiles
as they often serve a similar purpose, that of protecting and keeping the individual
comfortable. Textiles for human clothing are intimate objects with very large surface
area sewn notably for the protection of the body. Therefore, they can used with great
benefit to the wearer as a smart interface to develop better thermal or molecular
exchange with the environment. [ 4 ]

[44]
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Nike’s Flyknit

The market for comfortable and
high performance apparel is at its
highest, companies all across the
board are investing time and money
in developing the textiles that
provide more than one function.
Nike, the athletic shoe and apparel
giant in the late 80’s made a change
that pushed them into branding their
new line of Nike-FIT (Functional
Innovative Technology). From this
department came out multiple
innovations and one was a new
wave of techniques and patterns to
allow flexibility in multiple directions
while maintaining designed areas
with support and others with
flexibility.
The Flyknit weaving technology
allows for the development of one
garment to be woven with a single
elastic composite threaded. Having
one continuous thread with an elastic
composition allows for control of
different points of compression,
while other areas maintaining
flexibility and movement under
variations on the weaving pattern.
This has proven to be a successful
design for Nike and has seen great
results in the market.

[45]

[46]

Key Design features:
-Elastic composite thread
-Single thread strength
-Multiple levels of 			
compression and flexibility
Possible Facade Applications:
- Allow for movement at 		
joints
[47]
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Nike’s Sphere Macro React

Under the Nike-FIT program
came other creative ideas to
accommodate the requirements
of athletes across all types of
sports. Nike entered the realm
of stimuli responsive textiles with
Sphere React.
The technology behind Sphere
React deals with water/moisture as
the solvent to trigger a responsive
shape memory polymer. Due to
strenuous exercise with active
muscle movement, a high rate
of perspiration in human beings
arises, leading a smart shirt
whose rear vents can open to
allow perspiration and heat to
[48]
escape when the wearer sweats
and automatically closes when
returned to dry state. These
vents, which are about 10mm in
diameter, also can be designed at
different scales.
Key Design features:
-Light weight
-Triggered by water
-Ventilation when needed

[49]

Possible Facade Applications:
- Allow for building facade
to breath
-Passive cooling 			
opportunities
-Desired vent size
-Combination with other 		
fabrics

[50]
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PTFE or Teflon ( poltetrafluoroethylene)
PTFE’s polymers have been in the
market and in the building industry
for some time now, since the 90’s
and have been used in all sorts of
products.
They have been used in nonstick cookware, surgical tools, and
textiles. They are specially important
because of their extreme hydrophobic
properties that reject water, dust,
and nearly any other liquid or solid.
On the previous section we noted
how PTFE was used in the membrane
developed for the Millennium Dome,
it has since made its way into the
clothing industry providing garments
that are waterproof.
\Fabric manufacture have modified
the PTFE membrane to be waterproof
yet a breathable fabric. This is done
by modifying the phase change in the
composition of the PTFE. There are
currently a handful of manufactures
that produce this type of textile,
yet they all have similar properties.
The level of water permeability
is dependent on the monomeric
composition of the PTFE, as well as
the woven pattern and void space
between the textile.

[3]

[51

Key Design features:
-Textile Coated
-Waterproof Properties
-Breath-ability
-Large scale production
Possible Facade Applications:
- Weatherproof Facade
-Allows for ventilation
-Customization
[52]
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PU (polyurethane)
PU are a family of polymers
produced
by
the
addition
(reactions) of di-or polyisocyanate
with
a
di-or
polyfunctional
alcohol (polyol). The use of
these polymers has been well
capitalized and used in the market
for a few decades. We often see
this polymer in products such as
roller coaster wheels, escalator
/elevator wheels, skateboards
wheels, seals and gaskets, rigid
foam insulation, etc.
In
textile
production
PUs
developed to into spandex,
nylon of which tents and other
variations of the same. Further
research into PU has developed
variations
with
thermoplastic
properties being reversible to
heat and solvation, both of which
are important for thermoforming
and solution applications. These
linear PU with physical crosslinks
are also called as ‘thermoplastic
urethanes’ (TPU).

[53]

Key Design features:
-Light weight
-Hydrophobic
-Elastic
-Thermo responsive to 		
shape

[54]

Possible Facade Applications:
- Allow for building facade
move
-Shape or Geometry
-Combination with other 		
fabrics
[55]

[56]
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Synthetic Fiber Down
Synthetic fiber down is a high
performance
insulation
and
fabrics that are manufactured
out of polyester micro fibers. The
polyester microfibers are used for
both in the weaving of the textile,
and the insulation down.
The polyester micro fibers
are
engineered
to
have
hydrophobic properties which
repel any moisture and water. The
synthetic down, depending on
the compaction of the fibers can
achieve a incredible heat retention.
The combination of these two
elements make polyester down
an ideal choice for extreme wet
climates. However, the warmth
requirements can be modified to
achieve a specific exterior/interior
temperature. It is most commonly
used in winter outerwear, military
equipment, and bedding.

[57]

[58]

Key Design features:
-Ultra light weight
-Translucent properties
-Extreme heat retention
-Large scale production
-Repels Water/Moisture
Possible Facade Applications:
-Insulator
[59]

[60]
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Shape-Memory Polymers (SMP)
Perhaps the most commonly
studied
and
used
thermalresponsive
polymers
(TRPs).
SMPs can remember their original
shape and rapidly change their
shape from a temporary shape
to their original (or permanent)
shape under thermal stimulation.
Different forms of SMPs such
as
solution,
emulsion,
film,
fiber, foam and bulk forms have
been developed which can be
suitably applied under different
circumstances.
SMPs can be used in smart
textiles and apparel, intelligent
medical devices, heat shrinkable
packages for electronics, sensors
and actuators, smart water vapor
permeability
materials,
selfdeployable structures in spacecraft,
micro-systems, damping material,
self-peeling reversible adhesive,
vehicle components, toys, hair
treatments, and chemical feeding
in chemical reaction. [3]
Key Design features:
-Low cost vs. alloys
-Sense and respond
-Different elasticities from
glass - soft rubber

[2]

Possible Facade Applications:
- Autonomous facade
-Passive cooling 			
opportunities
-Desired vent size
-Combination with other 		
fabrics
-Combination of different 		
textiles for different responses
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When I start, my first idea for a building is with the material.
-Peter Zumthor

N ew Ma te r i a l A s s e m b l i e s

Materials in architecture have evolved significantly since the perpetual desire to
have greater levels of comfort and protection. However, the building materials of the
last century have decreased in the number of innovative ideas. As it solemnly happens
we often oversee the obvious clues and ideas, one of those clues we have been
missing lies on the garments we comfortably wear throughout the day. Minimal is the
attention we have paid at other common materials of which we are exposed during
our daily journeys. We must then examine the articles of clothing, that we use daily,
and examine what their specific design is? What level of engineering was required to
produce that one garment? This will open a realm into materials we are common and
comfortable with, but deny them the acceptance into architecture.
As we saw In the previous section we have seen the great lengths that industries
and corporations have gone to innovate the traditional garment into a sophisticated,
smart, responsive materials.
In this chapter we explore the possibilities, and discoveries that can occur when
thinking of textiles as the new building facade, to behave much like a skin.
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Dual Layer PTFE
-Weather
Proof
-Abrasion Resistant
-Breathable
Sphere Design Vents
-Triggered by Water (close)
-Vent designed to desired size

Synthetic Fiber Insulation
- Light weight
- Water/Moisture repellent
-Heat retention

Shape-Memory Polymers
-Rigid design with
		memory shape

Dual Layer PTFE
-Weather
Proof
-Abrasion Resistant
-Breathable
Sphere Design Vents
-Triggered by Water (close)
-Vent designed to desired size

The assemblage of stimuli responsive textiles is one that has very little history.
There is little knowledge on how the combination of these textiles and their behavior.
There is even less information on methods of implementing these smart textiles on
the facade of high-rise building in the middle of the Mojave Desert. What, is given, is
the opportunity to present a set of ideas and concepts that perhaps can serve as the
approach to discover the true potential of this assembly.
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Minimal Ventilation

Great Heat Retention

Excelent Water Resistance

Micro open sphere vents to allow
natural ventilation

High compression synthetic
down layer, great retention of
heat

Triggers sphere vents to
close

PTFE to change phase when
triggered by cold temperature, water,
heavy winds, an debris

No water intrusion

Air filtration while traversing layers

Good Ventilation

Good Heat Retention

Extra small sphere vents to allow
good natural ventilation

Medium compression
synthetic down layer retains
adequate heat.

PTFE to change phase when
triggered by cold temperature, water,
heavy winds, an debris

PTFE will change phase to
when triggered by water

Great Water Resistance
Triggers sphere vents to close
PTFE will change phase to
when triggered by water.
Minimal water intrusion

Air filtration while traversing layers

Greaat Ventilation

Poor Heat Retention

Good Water Resistance

Small sphere vents to allow great
natural ventilation

Loose synthetic down layer
retains minimal heat

Triggers sphere vents to close

PTFE to change phase when
triggered by cold temperature, water,
heavy winds, an debris
Air filtration while traversing layers
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PTFE will change phase to
when triggered by water.
More than minimal water
intrusion, not of high
importance

Exterior

Interior

Exterior

Interior

Exterior

Interior
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Design

Ex p lo ra ti o n

During the analysis of the resort archetype, we concluded that to have a coherent
design exploration the form and size of the resort needed to be of equal across all the
explorations. In this manner, we obtain variations of only in the facade, the material,
and the application. In the following sections, the facade of the average resort is
removed and explored using the smart textile discussed in the previous sections.
It is also important to understand, and as previously mentioned this study intended
on only exploring one building system, the facade, other systems although shown in
diagrams and renderings are purely to provide context, scale, and orientation.
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E x p l o ra t i o n 1

During the material research portion, it became apparent that the use
of stimuli responsive textiles had opened a box of discoveries. The
building facade could be manipulated in a multitude of ways, previously
impossible. No longer must the facade be tied to a single static plane with
little to no interaction between the occupant and the building envelope.
This design exploration aimed to interject components of the facade into
the interior space. It also aimed to show that the materials based on
their inherent qualities could infect tackle the bigger question, whether
the use of these materials could diminish or remove the use of energy
demanding mechanical systems.
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PTFE to formed into hexagonal
pieces that both enter past the edge
of the floor plate and protrude out.
The extrusions serve two functions,
the injection of air deeper into the
interior space, while also creating a
vacuum within the top pieces. The
second, intents to provide a space
where the occupant and the building
skin can coexist and interact.

Sphere vents are only used in the
cavity of the hexagon shape, this to
assist air circulation in the space by
creating a convection system.

The remaining assembly will still
retain the PTFE textile, with out the
sphere vents.
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Cold/Rain = Close

E x p l o ra t i o n 2

Warm/Hot = Open

Exploration two intends to show the textile facade as a series of larger
fins that allow for ventilation during the warm-hot weather, and close to
form a solid barrier against cold temperatures and rain. This exploration
uses the thermal responsive properties of PTFE to create a curved shape
during production, but will allow to shift shape under different climate
and temperature stimulus. This autonomous movements give the facade
a skin like behavior, that mimics the organic world.
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PTFE to formed into fin like pieces that
both enter past the edge of the floor plate
and protrude out.
The shape of the fins assists in multiple
of ways, shade device, air filtration,
indirect sunlight, and through phase
changes it transforms into a shell-like
form, where two fins will meet to create
an impermeable skin.
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E x p l o ra t i o n 3

Exploration three, steps away from the common and established
resort form and shape. This deviation from the rectangular form, is
intended to show the non-traditional way and discover what the future
resort skin, structure, and guest room could look like. This exploration
also hints at the unimaginative ways that thermo responsive textiles
could be used.
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Appendix - Building
P e r f o r m a n c e Wa r e

The need to have high-performance wear is a demand by almost every industry,
this includes architecture. The current model for architectural materials is those
that are static, heavy, and outdated. Much like other industries architecture needs
to move into a different material pallet. My project investigates the possibilities of
innovative materials and their use as “building performance wear.” Such materials
include “smart textiles” who provide a durable weather barrier, yet allow breathability
and (SMPs) Shape memory polymers who have the ability to change forms and
shape at designed specific temperatures.
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Materi al

Ex p lo ra ti o n

In previous sections of this book we introduced the idea of “smart materials” with
special focus on textiles and polymers. While in the previous sections design ideas
of potential applications of these materials were explored, there was no depth to the
true properties of these materials. This section takes a closer look at the materials and
their specific properties and their influence on the design of a new building facade.
While we are all accustomed to the exiting building facade being composed of very
hard and static materials, we all understand that the choice of materials were done with
the understanding that these where the best available materials for both protection
and interior comfort of the space. While those beliefs still hold some ground, it is hard
to ignore the rise of new and more advanced materials with more than one function.
In the following sections we introduce Phase Changing Materials and Shape Memory
Polymers (SMPs) as the new materials implemented into the building facade.
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Felt
PTFE Textiles

PTFE

SMP

P tf e

PTFE Textile

Te x t i l e s

Phase I: Inactive PTFE
No moisture is present

Phase II: Activated PTFE
Moisture present

Smart textiles make up a large market of new materials,
specially in high performance apparel otherwise known as
performance wear. The use of smart textiles can be implemented
to other industries such as architecture. The majority of these
smart textiles are design for a specific scale, the human body. In
this study we look at the at larger scale like the building envelope.
Many of the smart textiles are design with specif characteristics
adaptable to different scales of which can be scaled up to the
building scale.
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Properties

Majority of smart textiles are a combination of either organic fibers or synthetic fibers
with a polymer coating. In the case of PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) also know as
Teflon coated textiles display unique properties that could be used as the outer layer
of the skin because of its repelling properties. PTFE allows for textiles to breath while
providing super hydrophobic properties. It has these properties due to phase change
that occurs when moisture is present.
Apart from having superb hydrophobic properties, PTFE also is a material that has
great resistance to heat, making this material a excellent for an outer layer material that
can withstand the constant the beating of the Mojave Desert sun. Additionally, it offers
a surface that can repel debris and dust.
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Sy nth eti c

Fe lt

Form Press Process

form
press

The polyester micro fibers are engineered to have hydrophobic properties which repel
any moisture and water. The synthetic fibers, depending on the compaction of the fibers
different heat retention rates that can be achieved. The warmth requirements can be
designed to achieve a specific exterior/interior temperature as required to accommodate
the local climate.
Additionally, synthetic felt can be pressed into any geometry or shape, this has been
a been a process that has been seen in both industrial design and product design. With
this technology already in place it could facilitate on the design exploration presented
in this book.
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Smps | Sh ap e Memory Polymers

650F

660F-750F

770F>

800F>

760770

820>

In recent years polymers have been studied to extensive levels, they have become an
area of innovation. This brought forward the exploration of Phase changing polymers who
have the capability to “move” or change shape depending on the designed parameters.
Shape Memory Polymers (SMPs) have the ability to act autonomously if triggered by
temperature change otherwise know as phase changes.
Phase changes occur when one of the two polymers reaches its designed Low Critical
Solution Temperature (LCST) that then triggers it to move to a design form or shape. The
Phase changes can be designed to specific temperature of which can also be designed
to accommodate the desired comfort level of the occupied space. For example, if the
outdoor temperature reaches 66 Degrees Fahrenheit, one of the polymers has reached
its LCST and has begun the process of phase change. In other words it has changed
shape. With the increase of temperature the polymer would change further, until it
reaches its maximum flexibility. The second polymer would be designed to work on the
opposite direction. This would mean that if the temperature reached over 77 Degrees
Fahrenheit it would work against the other polymer bringing it back to the original shape.
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The three major polymers that depict these qualities are Poly (Methyl Vinyl Ether), Poly
(N-Isopropylacrylamide), Poly (N,N-Diethycryamide). These polymers are composed of
two or three specific polymers with specific LCST properties. These properties allow
for the autonomous movement of vents that allow air circulation within the space. This
technology could have the possibility to supplement the existing HVAC system to make
the interior space comfortable during a specific temperature range.
SMPs can remember their original state and rapidly change from a temporary position
to their original state under thermal stimulation . The flexibility range for SMPs can be
can be designed to a specific temperature trigger points.
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12

Ge om etr y

&

Fo r m

Geometry plays a crucial role in the design of the new facade, having both geometry
and form that allows for the circulation of air into the space as a primary function. The
use of extruded geometry also allows for the exploration of interior space interactions.
This blur between the interior and exterior can be achieved by the pushing and pulling
of shapes in both directions.
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Geometr y & Form

Geometry explored was one that allowed for repetition and scalability. With these two
parameters in place the geometry was then manipulated to change scale, depth and
stack-ability to form interesting and functional facades.

Fl o w : Fa s t

Flow : Slow

Flow : Slow

V e n t u r i ’s E f f e c t
The depth of the extrusion of the form is dictated by the desired air flow into the
space. This effect is represented by the Venturi Effect.
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13
Design

Ex p lo ra ti o n

The design exploration looked at different geometries and forms that have the potential
to be functional as described in the previous sections but also have a pleasing and
interactive design that can intrigue the occupants to participate with the facade. This
system could replace the static and uninteresting current wall system.
The design exploration also looked at manipulating the forms at different scales, with
the potential to become more than a room experience but to change the entire building
facade. This is illustrated in the images seen in this section of the book.
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Or igin al Fa c a d e E xp l orati o n

Process of form extrusion

H exagon Fa c a d e E x p l orati o n

The diagram represents the air circulation through the forms, cold air enters deeper
into the space while the hot air rises and exits the space through the difference of
pressure, other wise know as convection. This constant movement of air can create a
pleasant and comfortable interior space when the outdoor temperature is with in the
designed parameters of the SMPs.
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Diamond Facade Exploration
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Co n c l u s i o n

The development of high performance textiles can be attributed to the advances in
clothing, and athletic apparel. However, this classification of textiles only belonging
to the protection of the human body has been for long kept true, and very few have
ventured to use them otherwise. We are at the epoch of technology, and with
technology textiles have moved beyond their noble use, there is more innovation in
your running shoes than there is in the contemporary building facade. There is a lot
of room to grow in this topic, and it maybe decades before we venture to use this type
of smart textile. The availability and feasibility to use thermo responsive textiles will
perhaps revolutionize the way we think of the building envelope.
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